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INTR
RODUCTION: Mapping the co
oncentration of brain metabolittes using chemiical shift imagiing (CSI) is maade difficult by the presence of
o
subcuttaneous lipid sig
gnals, which con
ntaminate the metabolites
m
by rin
nging due to lim
mited spatial resoolution. This prooblem is furtherr compounded by
the naarrow spectral seeparation betweeen the lipid comp
ponents in the 0.9−1.3 ppm rangge and the NAA peak at 2.0 ppm
m, as well as the spatial proximity
of the cortex to the su
ubcutaneous lipid
d layer. Even tho
ough high resolu
ution CSI is not feasible due to S
SNR constraintss on the metabolites, dual-density
R property of th
he lipid layer to generate high-rresolution lipid m
maps and supprress truncation aartifacts. Anothe
er
approaach [1,2] exploiits the high-SNR
recentt approach for liipid suppression
n [3] makes usee of the fact thatt the metabolitee and the lipid sspectra are approoximately orthoogonal, and seek
ks
sparsee metabolite spectra when projeected onto lipid-b
basis functions. Our work combbines and extends the dual-denssity approach annd the lipid-basiis
penaltty, while estimatting the high-ressolution lipid im
mage from single-average k-spacee data to incur oonly minimal inccrease on the tottal scan time. We
demonnstrate excellentt lipid suppressio
on and a 3-fold decreased recon
nstruction error iin NAA maps reelative to [3] in vvivo. Further, wee also exploit the
spectrral-spatial sparsiity of the subcu
utaneous lipid ring
r
and proposse to estimate iit from substanntially undersam
mpled (acceleratiion R=10 in th
he
periphheral k-space) sin
ngle- average in vivo data using compressed sen
nsing, and still obbtain 2-fold decrreased error in N
NAA maps relativve to [3].
METH
HODS: A heallthy volunteer was
w scanned at Siemens 3T sccanner with higgh
spatial resolution, sin
ngle-slice, consttant density spiiral CSI (0.16cc, FOVxy=24cm
m,
Fig 1: Lipid maps
TE=1444ms, TR=2s, Navg=20, tacq=32m
min, CHESS forr water suppresssion, PRESS-boox
without any lipid
excitees entire FOV, including thee skull). The final
f
gridded matrix
m
size waas
(x,y,f))=(64,64,512). A low resolutio
on, 20-average CSI image was generated bby suppression (aa), the
samplling only the ceenter 32-pixel diameter
d
in kx-k
ky plane. The artifact
a
reductioon gold-standardd (b),
algorithm in [3] was applied on thiss low-resolution image to solvee minx ||Flow x − and the 3 diffferent
s
only thhe suppression
ylow||22 + λ ∑i∈M ||L xi||1 where Flow is the Fourier transsform operator sampling
centerr 32-pixel diameeter of k-space, ylow is the low-reesolution data in k-space, L is thhe algorithms (c,,d,e)
matrixx formed by thee lipid spectra, M is a binary mask that mark
ks the metabolitte
regionn, xi is the specctrum at voxel i, and λ is a reegularization parrameter that waas
selecteed empirically. To
T obtain a gold
d-standard lipid suppression resu
ult, a lipid imagge
was oobtained from th
he high-resolutio
on 20-average data
d
which was masked to retaiin
only tthe lipid ring, an
nd then combineed with the low-rresolution 20-av
verage CSI imagge
as perr the dual-density
y approach [1,2]]. Iterative recon
nstruction with liipid-basis penaltty
[3] waas applied to thiss combined imag
ge to yield the go
old-standard speectra. For our firsst
proposed method, masked
m
high-reso
olution lipid im
mage was obtain
ned from singleeaveragge data, and co
ombined with th
he low-resolutio
on 20-average CSI
C image. Lipiid
basis ppenalty reconstrruction was then
n applied to this combined image. For the seconnd proposed metthod,
the higgh-resolution lip
pid image was estimated from siignificantly undeersampled singlee-average data uusing
ℓ1 norrm penalty to prromote sparsity. In addition to the
t fully sampleed center 32-pixxel diameter k-sppace,
the hiigh k-space region was substanttially undersamp
pled (Rhigh=10), from which a hhigh-resolution lipid
imagee was reconstruccted using the FO
OCUSS algorith
hm [4]. This lipid
d layer estimatee was then combbined
with thhe low-res CSI image,
i
and lipid basis penalty was
w applied to furrther reduce the rringing artifacts.
RESU
ULTS: Fig. 1 shows images (in dB
d scale) obtain
ned by summing over lipid resonnance frequenciees. In Fig 2: Com
mparison betweenn NRMSE values
maps relative to tthe gold standard
the abbsence of any lip
pid suppression, significant lipid
d contamination is observed (Figg. 1a), as opposeed to of NAA m
the cllean lipid imagee obtained with the gold-standard reconstructiion (20 avghigh, Rhigh=1, shownn in Fig. 1b). W
While Lee et al.’s algorithm [3
3]
signifi
ficantly reduces the
t lipid contam
mination (Fig. 1cc), the two propo
osed methods (1 avghigh, Rhigh=11, shown in Fig. 1d and 1 avghiggh, CS Rhigh=10 in
Fig. 11e), provide eveen further artifacct suppression. Fig.
F 2 validates the observationn seen in Fig.1 in terms of norrmalized root-m
mean-square erro
or
(NRM
MSE) by compariing the NAA maaps estimated ussing the dataset without
w
lipid supppression and thhe three artifact rreduction methoods with the gold
dstandaard NAA map. Fig.
F 3 shows thee performances of
o the lipid suppression algorithm
m of Lee et al. [[3], the proposed methods and tthe gold-standard
reconsstruction by com
mparing represen
ntative spectra in
n the vicinity of the
t skull. Fig. 3aa, b and c overpllot the spectra from the gold-stanndard with Lee et
e
al.’s m
method [3], our first proposed method
m
that usess a fully-sampleed, 1 average higgh-resolution daata and the secoond proposed meethod that uses 1
averagge high-resolutio
on undersampled
d data, respectively. The total reconstruction tim
me (FOCUSS & lipid basis penallty) for the propoosed method wa
as
14minn on a workstatio
on with 48GB memory
m
and 12 prrocessors.
DISCUSSION: The proposed lipid suppression
s
algo
orithm combiness and extends tw
wo previously pproposed approaaches, dual-density sampling and
lipid-bbasis orthogonallity, with minim
mal increase on the
t total scan tim
me by aggressivve undersamplinng of high frequuency k-space. W
We demonstrated
excelllent in vivo lipid--suppression perrformance with artifact-free
a
obseervation of metaabolite spectra evven in peripherall cortical regionss.
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Fig 3aa: Spectra in whitte box using Lee et
e al.’s [3]
methood (blue), and gold
d standard results (black)
(
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Fig 3b: 1st proposeed method (1 aaverage highreso
olution data) (blue)), and gold standarrd (black)
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Fig 3c: 2nd proposed method (1 avvg, undersampled
bby Rhigh=10) (bluee), and gold standaard (black)

